
Shark Anatomy Instructions  
(~10-15 minutes) 

Materials Needed 
*One die 
*6-9 markers - one is used as a player piece to move along the board while the others are used 
as markers on the tracker worksheet (coins, tokens, or chips work well). 
 
How to Play 

1. Print the desired worksheet along with the corresponding 
tracker worksheet. *It is recommended to complete previous levels 
before attempting more advanced ones. 

2. Place one marker on the start space. 
3. Place the other markers on the tracker worksheet just to the 

left of the anatomy structures. 
4. Role the die and move the number of spaces indicated on 

the playing board.  
5. When you land on an anatomy structure, move the marker 

one space on the tracker worksheet corresponding with the 
anatomy structure that you landed on. 

6. When you land on a habitat, advance to any anatomy 
structure between the space you are on and the next 
habitat. Then, move your marker one space on the tracker 
worksheet corresponding with the anatomy structure you landed on.  

7. When you reach the finish space, see which anatomy 
structure won. 

*If playing with more than one player, use different colored markers to determine each 
player. 
 
 
Follow up questions 
Which anatomy structure did you land on the had the most? 
Which anatomy structure did you land on the least? 
How many more ________ did you get than __________? *For example, how many more gill slits did you get 
than dorsal fins? 
Why do sharks need fins and gill slits?  
Which other animals have these structures? 
Which animals lack these structures? 
 
Follow up activities 
Have multiple players play again and try timing them to see how fast they can identify the anatomy 
structures. 
Print off more than one copy. Time multiple players to see who can finish the fastest. 
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